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Environmental problems, especially their legal and policy aspects, began to attract serious attention in almost all countries, following the 1972 United Nations Conference on the Human Environment (Stockholm, Sweden). Both globally and nationally, the negative impacts of development activities have been recognised as one cause underlying a range of environmental problems.

From the meeting in Stockholm to the 1992 UN Conference on Environment and Development (Rio de Janeiro), a policy of sustainable development began to evolve and was eventually globally agreed. Work in these meetings referred to and was inspired by the 1987 report of the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED), which used the term “sustainable development” in the now common environmental context, to mean “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”.

Indonesian law and policy reflect this concept in, for example, Article 33(3) and (4) of the country’s 1945 Constitution (usually referred to as “UU 1945”): “The land and the water and the natural resources contained therein are controlled by the State and shall be used for the greatest benefit of the people”. Thus, national environmental law promotes two constitutional objectives—ecological sustainability and public welfare.

The politics of environmental law, as expressed in these clauses, are rather clearly not concrete, regarding the meaning and scope of the State’s authority and control in this field. The essence of that job—to provide people with the greatest prosperity—ironically limits rather than extending control over these responsibilities. Article 33(3) does not clarify the practical parameters of included concepts such as sustainability and the protection of the carrying capacity of the earth in general, particularly its water and other natural resources. This lack of specificity is proper, in light of the fact that the clause juxtaposes two goals—State control over natural resources and the people’s welfare. They are expressed in terms of one another. It is clear, therefore, that the land, water and other natural resources must be “secured” from any possibility that they will be controlled or monopolised by individuals or civil legal entities (especially by foreign parties).
In this context, however, the terms “controlled by the State” and “used for the greatest benefit of the people” do have accepted definitions. They literally mean that the State is recognised to be the manager of natural resources. As such, it is responsible for maintaining resource sustainability as a means to achieving people’s prosperity in a sustainable manner. Prior to the amendment of UUD 1945, these clauses were the only reference to environmental law policy in Indonesia.

Following the amendment of UUD 1945, the politics of environmental law became clearer. Article 33(4) was added, which states that: “The national economy shall be organised on the basis of economic democracy that upholds the principles of [inter alia]... environmental sustainability, ..., and keeps a balance in the progress and unity of the national economy”. This provision provides a foundation for the official management of the country’s economic activities in a manner that does not cause environmental damage. It also firmly entrenches the interrelationship of the two policies (economic policy and environmental policy), so that the amended UUD 1945 can be considered as both an economic constitution and an environmental one.

The spirit of this interlinkage should be a genuine guide for every legal policy relating to environmental management. One such policy that is particularly important in this regard is that of regional autonomy. So long as the implementation of the legal policy on decentralisation and regional autonomy actualises the political spirit of environmental law, it should have a significant positive impact on the environment and people’s welfare. As Ribot opined, decentralisation is a way to improve efficiency and fairness in the management of natural resources. Further to Ribot, Sonny Keraf suggested four reasons that a transition to regional autonomy would benefit the environment:

1. Regional autonomy brings policy and public decisions closer to the people in the region, so that they will be better fitted to the environmental conditions in the region.
2. It ensures that environmental policy decisions and implementation are subject to more direct and faster control, also making them less costly.
3. The necessities of local community that are related to the environment will be given more attention and accommodated.
4. Each region’s fate is determined by the region itself. Thus, it is expected that the local government and the local community will seriously anticipate every possibility related to the environment.

On the other hand, the policy of regional autonomy is often characterised as exploitative and economically oriented. From this perspective, regional autonomy will necessarily result in environmental destruction and destitution. Since 1999 – the year in which regional autonomy was rolled out in Indonesia – there have been few indications of any improvement in environmental conditions. In fact, to some extent the opposite has occurred. Damage to and pollution of the environment continue to occur and have sometimes tended to increase. The statistics are still in flux.

In the forestry sector, for instance, statistics indicated that forest destruction for the period 1982–1990 was about 900,000 hectares per year; increasing to 1.8 million hectares per year for the period 1990–1997; and to 2.83 million hectares per year for 1997–2000 (the time period including the initial transition to regional autonomy). In the post-transition period, 2000–2006, forest damage still reached 1.08 million hectares per year. A different study (by Matthew Hansen from the University of Maryland) sets the level of forest losses annually from 2000–2012 at about 6.02 million hectares per year. Indonesia is overtaking Brazil as the country with the highest deforestation rate in the world. In 1993, the total area of Indonesian mangrove forests was recorded as 3.7 million hectares, but by 2005, there were only 1.5 million hectares left.

Other sectors show similar declines. The condition of Indonesian coral reefs has declined dramatically in the last 50 years, and 70 percent of environmental damage in Indonesia is reportedly caused by mining operations. These problems and many other legal outcomes of regional autonomy have not mirrored the politics of environmental law as set forth in UUD Article 33. Weak authority and institutions, coupled with a lack of interregional cooperation in environmental management, have apparently prevented regional autonomy from producing the expected positive impact on the environment.

### Research Questions

This article considers two basic questions:

1. How has the implementation of regional autonomy affected the actualisation of environmental law policies in Indonesia?
2. Is the integration of “eco-cratic” principles and regional autonomy necessary in order to realise ecological sustainability and community welfare in the era of regional autonomy?

### Discussion: Environmental Law and Regional Autonomy

It is essential that all parties, especially the stakeholders both at the central and regional levels, make an effort to actualise environmental policies oriented towards ecological sustainability in the implementation of regional autonomy. This includes at least four aspects, described in the following sections.

### The Ecological Sustainability of Regional Legislation

The establishment of legislation based on ecological sustainability (“green legislation”) at the regional level is mandated in Article 44 of the Act concerning Environmental Protection and Management (UU No. 32 of 2009), which functions as a basic principle as well as harmoniser in the formation of all national and regional laws:

*Every single drafting of laws and regulations at the national and regional levels must pay attention to the...*
Before regional autonomy, local regulations were not oriented towards ecological sustainability. For instance, the Acts concerning the Principles of Governance in the Regions (UU No. 1 of 1945 through to UU No. 5 of 1974) include no provision for regulating environmental affairs in the regions. They do, however, regulate the technical aspects and utilisation of natural resources by various sectors. At that time, regional autonomy was nothing more than a democratic formality. However, Manan suggests that regional autonomy is the spearhead to realising prosperity.12

Several reasons have been put forward to explain why the initial instruments for the implementation of regional autonomy did not specifically address these environmental mandates:

1. The system adopted for the implementation of regional government tends to be centralised so that almost all governmental affairs transform into central authority actions.

2. The constitutional law on regional autonomy is based on the pre-amendment of UUD 1945 Article 18, which provides a blank mandate to the legislators to implement it according to the dominant political will at a particular time.13

3. At that time, there was no clear direction of environmental law policies. UUD 1945 Article 33 was interpreted as an economic provision,14 with no thought of an environmental or “green” constitution and the environmental law had not yet been formulated.

4. Finally, as a newly independent country, Indonesia was intensively focused on economic success; almost all governmental policies were linked in some critical way to economic growth.

As the governmental system transitioned from centralised to decentralised, environmental policy began to be regulated at a regional level. This gave rise to a range of legal issues, including a lack of harmonisation between the environmental legislation and policies of regional governments and those adopted at the national level. As a result, the direction and political orientation of environmental law has not been effectively implemented. While the politics of environmental law calls for holistic ecological legal regulation, regional environmental regulation tends to be partial, regionally administrative, and economy-oriented.

Through national laws concerning Regional Government (i.e., UU No. 32 of 2004 supra, as well as other legislative efforts including UU No. 22 of 1999 “on Regional Government” which was replaced by UU No. 23 of 2014 “Concerning Regional Government”), the regulation of environmental affairs is focused on “environmental control” and the pattern of its implementation tends to be through territorially divided administrative authorities. Many such jurisdictions are much wider in area than can be effectively covered by the designated administrative authorities.15 Various regional legislative instruments on the environment tend to be economically oriented, as evident when one compares the number of these that regulate “Regional Taxes and Retribution” (PDRD) to the number that regulate environmental management and protection.16 A significant portion of regional regulations have been cancelled by the Minister of Home Affairs, having been found to contravene higher regulations and/or the public interest.17

Six activities are necessary, if the goal of enacting and implementing local legislation based on ecological sustainability is to be realised:

- Changing the mindset of stakeholders from an economic orientation to an orientation focused on ecological sustainability;
- Increasing the legislators’ understanding of the principles and legal aspects of environmental management;
- Strengthening the mechanism for the coordination and harmonisation of the (currently unregulated) processes of formulating regional legislation, particularly in the environmental field;
- Firmly establishing and applying environmental laws and regulations relevant to the development of regional laws;
- Applying the principles of good environmental governance (e.g., community empowerment, transparency, democratic decentralisation, recognition of the limited carrying capacity of ecosystems and sustainability, recognition of the rights of indigenous peoples and local communities, clarity, consistency, harmonisation and enforceability) in the formation of regional laws;18
- Strengthening cooperation with universities in education, research and community service, to foster understanding and awareness of the values and basic principles embodied in legal aspects of environmental management.

These efforts would undoubtedly require the establishment of an environmental action programme, with supporting legal instruments (regional regulations). It is also important to recruit civil servants and legislative candidates who have ecological vision and commitment.

**Reinforcement of Regional Authority in the Field of the Environment**

It is critical to reinforce regional authority (both rights and obligations) in Indonesia, given that such authority now serves as the basis of the country’s governance.19 In the context of regional autonomy, the rights of a regional authority refer to the regional power to regulate and manage itself, while its obligation refers to the proper exercise of its administrative power.20 Formal, legitimate authority is absolutely essential, as a benchmark for the validity of governmental actions. As Hadjon argued, every governmental action must be based on legitimate authority that is regulated by the law.21 Governmental actions that are not based on legitimate
authority are considered arbitrary and, as such, legally impermissible.

In fact, the authority underlying regional environmental management is often unclear due to the weakness of the current legal authorisation for such action. Specifically, the Act Concerning Regional Government (UU No. 23 of 2014 replacing UU No. 22 of 1999) is very limited in its empowerment of regional authority to impose environmental controls, and does not address holistic environmental management. Unfortunately, this authority is dominated by the field of “environmental impact control” and is, in some cases, administratively territorial in nature.

Considering all those facts, the following four thoughts have been offered (and in some cases already undertaken) to strengthen regional authority in environmental management. Firstly, regional authority as stipulated in Article 18 paragraph (2) and paragraph (5) of UUD 1945 must be arranged in detail as a coordinated matter – a law of regional government and/or a law of environmental management – clarifying the exact powers and duties of the regional government in these areas. A detailed distribution model of this type (called the ultra vires model, because it makes it clear which actions are beyond the authority granted to regional governments) has been implemented since 2009 under the Act concerning Environmental Protection and Management (UU No. 32 of 2009) and the Act Concerning Regional Government (UU No. 23 of 2014). The ultra vires distribution model is certainly suitable for democratic countries such as Indonesia, especially to avoid conflicts of authority between the centre and the regions.

Secondly, the scope of regional authority in environmental management should focus not only on “environmental control” or “environmental impact control”, but rather should cover all aspects of environmental management, from planning, utilisation, control and maintenance, through supervision and law enforcement.

Thirdly, the geographic division of regional authority should be done using an “ecosystem approach” to ensure that territorial and/or administrative divisions do not cause or contribute to further damage to ecosystems. The ecosystem approach must mainstream the distribution of authority between the centre and the regions. Moreover, this pattern of sharing among the regions must also be used in related sectoral legislation, such as forestry, mining, maritime affairs and fisheries.

An essential element of the entire concept of regional autonomy is its ability to provide opportunities for the regions to govern in accordance with the character and interests of their people.

Improving the Institutional Capacity of Regional Government

In practice, the implementation of the strong authority given to the regions requires strong environmental institutions, which are essential to successful environmental management. Environmental institutions are the pillars of environmental administration.

Equally important, however, is the constitutional problem that arises where the duties and functions given to a technical institution are relatively weak, such as where the technical institution is only authorised to formulate technical policies and provide technical support for their administration. Ideally such an agency should also be authorised to implement these policies.

In this connection, the tasks and functions of the regional environment agency or institution are increasingly weak as the regional authority is much more focused on “controlling environmental impacts”. Other tasks and functions, which would involve a broader focus and more operational efforts, are within the purview of sectoral institutions at the regional level (regional offices).

In general, the formation and empowerment of regional environmental institutions have instead been somewhat generic. Specific regions have not chosen to base their environmental institutional development on locally descriptive typologies, such as disaster-prone areas, industrial-intensive areas, conservation areas, and others.

The Development of Inter-Regional Environmental Cooperation

It is sometimes suggested that the strengthening of regional autonomy has brought about a kind of ethnocentrism in the form of local or regional “egoism”. One factor that reflects this regional egoism is the emergence of various inter-regional conflicts originating from natural resource use, stemming from a combination of environmental degradation and the scarcity of natural resources.

Hence, one of the fundamental problems is the absence of specific legal arrangements relating to inter-regional cooperation in the environmental field. Although UU No. 23 of 2014 concerning Regional Government regulates regional cooperation, its provisions are very general. As a result, the cooperation that is developing today is more economic than ecological in its orientation. Inter-regional cooperation is, however, an increasingly urgent need – environmental quality continues to decline and natural resources to diminish in quantity and accessibility. Legal/constitutional instruments are needed that will address and require cooperation between regions in the environmental field with detailed specificity.

Integrating Eco-cracry and Regional Autonomy – Promoting Ecological Sustainability and Social Prosperity

As used in this paper, the term “eco-cracry” means the empowerment of the State or government on the basis of “the sovereignty given by the environment”. In another words, eco-cracry is a belief that the environment is the highest authority, and that the actions of State administrators and stakeholders must be subordinate to principles such as environmental sustainability, eternity and harmony.

To effectively implement eco-cracry at the regional level, these environmental principles must be firmly elaborated in the country’s constitution. As of 2004–
2005, Hayward reported that more than 100 countries, including Indonesia, have environmental policies in their national constitutions.\textsuperscript{25}

Using this criterion, Indonesia’s constitution is a green constitution. Environmental policy is definitely written into the environmental legal norms of Articles 28H(1) and 33(4), which the authors consider to represent Indonesia’s eco-crapy, given that they also represent the highest environmental policies in Indonesia. While Article 28H(1) protects environmental human rights, 33(4) regulates the principles of sustainability and environmental insight in the implementation of the national economy.

Their constitutional status means that Articles 28H(1) and 33(4) must be the guiding principles behind every environment-related policy at every level. In the context of regional autonomy, these principles of eco-crapy must also be a guide in the development and implementation of regional policies and all regional autonomy in the environmental field.

Through the integration of eco-crapy principles, regional autonomy can result in the regions’ deliberate adoption of “green legislation”, broad regional authority in the field of the environment (green authority), strong regional environmental institutions (green institutions), and effective inter-regional cooperation in the environmental field (green inter-regional cooperation).

Unless supported by adequate funding and budgets (green budgeting), it is relatively certain that these green concepts will not work well. Adequate allocation of environmental budgets depends on the commitment and vision of government administrators and other stakeholders, including legislators. Ultimately, if the principle of eco-crapy is integrated into the policy of regional autonomy, then regional autonomy will not merely manifest the people’s welfare in the region, but at the same time also indicate ecological sustainability, which in turn will promote sustainable prosperity.

\textbf{Conclusion}

As shown, the era of regional autonomy is faced with various environmental problems that indicate that the political will behind environmental law in Indonesia is not yet oriented towards environmental protection and ecological sustainability. This paper highlights two points:

1. The actualisation of environmental law and policy in the course of implementing regional autonomy must include, as a minimum, the following:
   \begin{itemize}
   \item establishing regional legislation based on ecological sustainability,
   \item strengthening regional environmental authority,
   \item increasing regional environmental institutional capacity, and
   \item developing inter-regional environmental cooperation.
   \end{itemize}

2. The principles of eco-crapy should be integrated with the principles and objectives of regional autonomy. In so doing, it may be possible to realise both ecological sustainability and sustainable prosperity.

\textbf{Notes}

14. Konstitusi lingkungan atau konstitusi hijau adalah konstitusi yang menurut kebijakan negara di bidang lingkungan hidup (see Asshiddiqie, supra, note 5).
17. According to data posted by the Ministry of Home Affairs, 1,105 regional regulations were cancelled from 2002–2009.
20. \textit{Supra}, note 12; and Ridwan, \textit{Ibid.}
23. \textit{Ibid.}
24. \textit{Supra}, note 5, at 120.